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This paper deals with the determination of the aerosol optical depth at four UV wavelengths using a UVPFR sunphotometer, a modified version of the Precision Filter Radiometer. Details concerning the instrument’s characteristics, calibration and performance are presented and a deep analysis for the uncertainties in the AOD estimations takes place. The manuscript is well written with sufficient background literature. The used methodologies and analyses are appropriate, support the findings of the study and the presentation of the results is clear. Since aerosols are of great importance in various atmospheric issues, I think that the UVPRF instrument would be a valuable tool for the scientific community. I believe that the study fulfills the scope of ATM and I recommend to be published after minor revisions.
Comments/suggestions: A sensitivity analysis for SO2 and NO2 would be significant information about instrument’s performance at polluted places.

Page 5, line 15-16: “On the other hand, based on numerical tests, V0 results using equation 3 were found less sensitive to errors in $\delta o$”. Is there any explanation for this?

Page 5, line 22: I suggest the results of V0s in 2016 to be added in Fig.1 using different symbols. Page 7, line 9: The average conditions should be reported. Page 8, line 1: Specify the Rayleigh scattering coefficients used for the ozone calculation. Page 8, line 10: The modifications on the cloud screening should be reported. Page 16, line 23: Reference for the traceability limits for absolute AOD differences should be given.

Technical comments Page 1, line 29: humans instead of Humans Page 2, line 17: Check the format of word Only Page 8, line 18: According to equation 6


Figure 1: Use subscript character for 0 in the parameter V0 - Figure caption: Langley event instead of Langley episode Figure 2: Use the same Y-axes scale for the 4 graphs. I suggest the word the truth to be replaced on the legend. Figure 5: Use different symbols for the AOD at 332 nm (or at 305 nm).